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ABSTRACT

IZA DP No. 15198 MARCH 2022

The “Robot Economy” and Optimal Tax-
Transfer Reforms*

Globalization and automation might imply deep changes on the labour market. An 

important policy issue is whether and how the tax-transfer rules should be reformed 

to cope with those changes. While the prevailing response has consisted of more 

sophisticated designs of mean-testing and targeting, we also witness an increasing interest 

in policies inspired by simplicity and universality. In this paper we take the latter route. 

Using a combination of behavioural microsimulation and numerical optimization, we look 

for a social welfare optimal tax-transfer rule within a flexible class where total household 

disposable income is a 4th polynomial in total household taxable income. We use a model 

of household labour supply that makes it possible to account for equilibrium constraints 

and to evaluate the effects of exogenous labour demand shocks. We consider two stylized 

scenarios: the Jobless Economy (the robots take over 10% of jobs at every skill-level) 

and the Polarized Economy (the robots take over 10% of the unskilled jobs while skilled 

jobs increase by 10%). We compare the social welfare performance of the polynomial 

optimal rules and of the current rules under the Current Economy scenario and under the 

alternative Jobless Economy and the Polarized Economy scenarios. We present results using 

the 2015 EU-SILC data sets for France, Germany, Italy and Luxembourg. The polynomial 

optimal rules feature a universal basic income and an almost flat marginal tax rate profile 

and are social welfare-superior under the Current Economy scenario in all the countries and 

also under the alternative scenarios in France, Germany and Italy.
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1 Introduction

Many authors have analysed, both theoretically and empirically, the likely long-term

e!ects of interrelated innovation processes such as Globalisation, Automation and

Digitalisation 1. Despite di!erences in method, focus and results, there is a large con-

sensus that, at least in some occupations or locations, we might expect more or less

pronounced implications such as: fewer jobs; more temporary jobs; more intermit-

tent careers; increased inequality and polarization of incomes; more geographical and

sectoral re-allocation of resources; polarization of skills, e.g. less low-skill and more

high-skill jobs.

Overall, we are looking at a scenario that some authors have labelled as the “Robot

economy”, although the driving force is not just automation but rather a mixture of

innovations in technology, global market design, regulation and finance (Arduengo and

Sentis, 2021, Goos et al., 2010). To a certain extent, many of the above processes have

been going on since two or three decades, but more recent or future technological and

organizational developments might accelerate them. A further development consists

of a large heterogeneity of households’ behaviour and of circumstances possibly call-

ing for public interventions (e.g. Esping-Andersen (2002), Gustafsson et al. (2002),

Hansen and Lorentzen (2019)). Many authors have stressed the need for a design

of tax-transfer rules (TTRs) – or more generally of welfare policies – that are able

to face the challenges raised by the above-mentioned processes2. The current social

policies may not be adequate for achieving the goals of redistributing the gains from

automation and globalization, providing e"cient bu!ers against economic shocks, and

advancing the reallocation of jobs and skills, at the same time taking into account

the complexities induced by the heterogeneity of the labour force and of households’

choices. As a response to these challenges, the traditional policies have been trying to

evolve towards a more sophisticated design of means-testing and targeting or tagging,

aimed at sustaining work incentives and at matching specific and varied needs of dif-

1Among many others, Acemoglu and Restrepo (2020), Autor and Dorn (2013), Benzell and Ye
(2021), Benzell et al. (2015), Jaimovich and Siu (2020), McKinsey (2017), Rodrik (2016), Sachs and
Kotliko! (2012), Spence (2011), West (2018)

2Among others: Berg et al. (2021),Gianluca et al. (2020), Fernando et al. (2021), Sachs and
Kotliko! (2012)
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ferent sociodemographic groups and di!erent moments of work careers.3

The above line of intervention might be described as incorporating the complexity

of the problem into the design of the policy. However, there is an alternative direction

of policy reform: namely, simplify the policy design and endow the households with

means that help them to autonomously address their own heterogeneous problems.

This last alternative perspective aims at overcoming (or complementing) categorical

policies and targeting, pointing towards universality and simplicity. More specifically,

we witness an increasing interest in universal transfers such as the basic income or the

negative income tax as possibly appropriate policies to face the challenges raised by

automation and globalization4.

In this paper, we adopt the latter alternative view. We will consider a parametric

class of TTRs that features a universal transfer (positive or negative) and a universal

tax rule applied to the total household taxable income. The tax rule determines the

net available income as 4th degree polynomial of taxable income. Although simple,

the rule encompasses various shapes of the tax profile. We identify the optimal (Social

Welfare maximizing) TTRs as an alternative to the current TTRs and as a response

to hypothetical exogenous changes of labour demand that might be due to innovation

processes. More precisely, we will consider the Current Economy scenario and two

alternative stylized scenarios – to be explained in Section 2 – the “Jobless Economy”

and the “Polarized Economy”. For each scenario we will compare the performance of

the current TTR and of a polynomial TTR optimized with respect to the scenario.

The exercises is performed under the constraints of fiscal neutrality and labour market

equilibrium. Therefore, we match the equilibrium simulation procedure proposed by

Colombino (2013) with the empirical optimal taxation approach illustrated in Is-

lam and Colombino (2018) and in Colombino and Islam (2020). Our approach to

3Early analysis of these reforms include Eissa and Liebman (1996), Schoeni and Blank (2000),
Blank (2002), Mo"tt (2003), Francesconi et al. (2009). Notable examples of these policies are tax
credits or in-work benefits for specific segments of the population (e.g. Blundell et al. (2000))

4The discussion mainly addresses the limitations of means-tested and targetted transfers and the
possible benefits of universalistic mechanisms of redistribution such as basic income or basic income
share: Bowles (2006), Colombino (2019) Colombino (2019), van de Walle (1999), Ghatak and Jaravel
(2020), Gianluca et al. (2020), Fernando et al. (2021), Ghatak and Maniquet (2019), Moene and Ray
(2016), Ray (2016), Standing (2012).
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empirical optimal taxation is based on a combination of microeconometric modelling,

microsimulation and numerical optimization5.

The microeconometric model belongs to the class of Random Utility-Random Op-

portunities (RURO) models6. RURO models implement an approach to modelling

labour supply where household preferences are random, and the opportunity sets faced

by the households contain a random set of jobs of di!erent type and di!erent numeros-

ity. Types and numerosity of jobs depend on the profitability perceived by the firms.

Therefore, these models of labour supply incorporate a representation of the demand

for labour7. This feature opens the possibility of accounting for market equilibrium

and for simulation of alternative labour demand scenarios. The model produces the

choice probabilities and the expected number of households willing to be matched

to a particular type of job. In the empirical public economics literature, those pre-

dictions have been used to evaluate the e!ects of hypothetical or actual reforms of

the TTR. However, those predictions are only informative on potential labour supply.

When simulating under the current TTR, assuming we start from an equilibrium ini-

tial condition, potential labour supply is also the e!ective one, since by construction

the current number of available jobs is su"cient to satisfy the potential labour supply.

However, when simulating a TTR reform, the potential labour supply in general will

change and might not be consistent anymore with the current number of jobs. In such

models, we should impose an equilibrium constraint when simulating the e!ects of a

reform, in order to consistently compare the new allocation with the initial one accord-

5Examples of empirical optimal taxation using microsimulation and numerical optimization include
Aaberge and Colombino (2006), Aaberge and Colombino (2012), Blundell and Shephard (2012),
Aaberge and Colombino (2013), Islam and Colombino (2018) and Colombino and Islam (2020).
The computational approach can be seen as an alternative or a complement to the analytical approach
pioneered by Mirrlees (1971) and more recently innovated by Saez (2001, 2002).

6The acronym RURO (Random Utility – Random Opportunities) is proposed by Aaberge and
Colombino (2014).

7The first empirical implementation of the RURO model is presented by Aaberge et al. (1995).
The theoretical foundations are due to Dagsvik (1994). Other examples of empirical applications are
Aaberge et al. (1999), Dagsvik and Strøm (2006), (Aaberge and Colombino, 2006, 2013), Dagsvik
et al. (2009), Capéau et al. (2016). In a di!erent type of application (Location choice) Ben-Akiva and
Watanatada (1981) develop a model that is similar to the RURO model, which can also be interpreted
as a version of the Conditional Logit McFadden (1973) where the utilities of the various opportunities
are weighed by their numerosity in the opportunity set. The empirical versions of the RURO model
adopted so far are also close to van Soest (1995). The crucial di!erence is the representation of
preferences: random in RURO, deterministic in van Soest (1995). Moreover, RURO features a
structural representation of opportunities that allows for other possible empirical specification.
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ing to the principle of comparative statics (Colombino, 2013). The implementation

of the equilibrium constraint consists of adjusting the wage rate so that the number

of available jobs matches the potential labour supply. As such, the procedure is close

to the procedure used by Creedy and Duncan (2005), where the microsimulation of

potential labour supply is complemented by a simple mechanism of labour demand

adjustment as function of the wage rate. However, due to the explicit representa-

tion of types and numerosity of jobs, RURO models make it possible to extend the

comparative statics principle and the equilibrium simulation procedure to a variety

of di!erent scenarios where the level and the structure of the demand for labour is

exogenously changed due to technological processes or macroeconomic conditions or

regulatory policies. A further extension consists in going beyond the simulation and

evaluation of pre-defined policies and instead trying to identify optimal policies while

taking into account equilibrium constraints and alternative scenarios of demand for

labour.

By way of summary, our research questions and the methods used to answer them

are as follows.

Research questions:

a) Can a universalistic TTR – and what shape of it – outperform the current

categorical and targeted TTRs?

b) Can a universalistic TTR – and what shape of it – be a better response

(compared to the current TTR) to the ”Robot Economy”?

Methods:

i. Household choices are simulated with a RURO model of labour supply;

ii. The RURO model can account for alternative labour demand scenarios, a

“Jobless Economy” and a “Polarized Economy” scenario;

iii. We consider the class of TTRs where total household disposable income is a

4 degree transformation of total household taxable income;

iv. Within the above class, we identify the optimal (Social Welfare maximizing)

TTR under alternative labour demand scenarios;

v. In order to identify the optimal TTRs, we adopt a computational approach,
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embedding the microsimulation of the household choices into a numerical opti-

mization procedure;

vi. All the simulations are performed while taking into account the public bud-

get constraint (fiscal neutrality) and the labour market equilibrium constraint

(allowed by the features of the RURO model).

In Section 2 we explain the main features of the RURO model and how they allow

to simulate TTR reforms given alternative labour demand scenarios and accounting

for market equilibrium. More details on the RURO model and on the simulation pro-

cedure are provided by the Appendices A, B and C. In Section 3 we identify optimal

TTRs within a flexible class defined by 4th degrees polynomials under three alterna-

tive labour demand scenarios: the “Current Economy”, the “Jobless Economy” and

the “Polarized Economy”. All the exercises are performed under the constraint of

equilibrium and fiscal neutrality. We use EU-SILC 2015 data for France, Germany,

Italy and Luxembourg. The results are commented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes.

2 Two stylized scenarios and their representation
in the RURO model.

As we have mentioned above, the “Robot economy” might imply a variety of scenarios

depending on country, occupations, skills and locations. A full and detailed consid-

eration of all the possibilities is well beyond the purpose of this paper. Our exercise

is limited to two stylized scenarios that are discussed in the literature: the “Jobless

Economy”, where jobs are taken over by robots and/or are delocalized by globalization

(e.g. Arduengo and Sentis (2021)); the “Polarized Economy”, where robots (and/or

globalization) replace low-skill jobs but at the same time require more high-skill jobs

(e.g. (Goos et al., 2010)). Our empirical version of the “Jobless Economy” consists of a

10% reduction of available jobs for any given level of the wage, which can be visualized

as a horizontal shift of labour demand. The “Polarized Economy” instead consists of

a 10% reduction of available jobs for low-skill workers and a 10% increase of available

jobs for high-skill workers, for example because robot might be substitute of low-skill

workers and complements of high-skill workers (e.g. Sachs and Kotliko! (2012)). A
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workers is classified as low-skill or high-skill if his/her wage rate as employee and/or

as self-employed is respectively not higher than the median or higher than the median

of the relevant distribution.

We explain hereafter how the alternative scenarios and the corresponding market

equilibria can be represented in the RURO model.

The household opportunity set contains jobs that belong to di!erent types indexed

by j. Non-market activities (“leisure”) are “jobs” that will be indexed as j = 0. There

are M+1 types, including j = 0. With ! we denote a parameter vector that defines a

specific TTR in the parametric class to be described in Section 3.1. The utility level

attained by household i when holding a job of type j given gross wage rate wi , gross

exogenous income Ii and TTR ! is written as follows,

Ui(j;wi, Ii, !, "ij) = Vi(j;wi, Ii, !) + "ij (1)

where Vi(j;wi, Ii, !) is the “systematic” part (function of observed variables) and

"ij is a random variable that accounts for unobserved features of the match (i,j). wi is

a scalar for singles and a vector for couples.

The opportunities are random in the sense that their availability is represented by

a probability density function. In what follows we will adopt a discrete approach and

let gj denote the number of available jobs of type j. The term gj can be interpreted as

reflecting the demand side, i.e., the profit-maximizing decisions on the part of the firms.

By assuming that "ij is i.i.d. Type I Extreme Value, the probability that household i

is willing to hold a job of type j turns out to be (e.g. Aaberge et al. (1995), Aaberge

et al. (1999)):

Pi(j;wi, Ii, !) =
expVi(j;wi, Ii, !)gj!M
x=0 expVi(x;wi, Ii, !)gj

(2)

All the papers following the RURO approach have so far adopted the following em-
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pirical specification of the term g. We start with the definition of subsets S0, S1, ..., ST

of the job types, subsets that are specifically interesting for the application at hand.

In our exercise S0 is the set of market jobs and S1, ..., ST are specific subset of market

jobs such as part-time employment, full-time self-employment etc. (see the Appendix

for details). We also define T+1 dummies corresponding to the subsets S:

Dt = 1[j ! St], t = 0, 1, ...T (3)

Then we can rewrite equation (2) as follows (see Aaberge et al. (1995) or Colom-

bino (2013) for details):

Pi(j;wi, Ii, !) =
exp(Vi(j;wi, Ii, !) +

!T
t=0 #tDt)!M

x=0 exp(Vi(x;wi, Ii, !) +
!T

t=0 #tDt)
(4)

It can then be shown that

#0 = ln

"
J

A0

#
, #t = ln

"
Jt/J

At

#
(5)

where

J =
!M

t>0 gt = total number of market jobs,

Jt = total number of jobs of type t and

A0, At are constants.

Alternative labour demand scenarios can be represented by alternative configura-

tions of J and Jt in expressions (5) and (4), which also allow us to derive equilibrium

conditions under a TTR reform or under alternative labour demand scenarios. Here-

after we present a simplified version of equilibrium conditions. Appendix B provides

a more detailed explanation of the computation of equilibrium.

For simplicity of exposition, we consider the case #1 =, ...,= #T = 0 ; moreover, we

consider single households, so that wi is a scalar. We assume that J depends on the
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mean $ of the wage distribution according to a constant-elasticity relationship.

J = K$!! = J($) (6)

where "% is the elasticity of labour demand and K is a constant. Using (6) and

(5) we can write:

#0 = #0($) (7)

Alternative labour demand scenarios induce changes in J($) and – through ex-

pression (5) – in #0($). In general, given Ji($) and the corresponding #0i($), the

probability that household i is willing to work given the tax-transfer regime ! and the

wage distribution $ is:

M$

j>0

exp(Vi(j;wi($), Ii, !) + #0i($)D0!M
x=0 exp(Vi(x;wi($), Ii, !) + #0i($)D0

(8)

The expected number of individuals willing to hold a market job is then:

Q(!,$) =
M$

j>0

exp(Vi(j;wi($), Ii, !) + #0i($)D0!M
x=0 exp(Vi(x;wi($), Ii, !) + #0i($)D0

(9)

In equilibrium we must have:

Q(!,$) =
$

i

Ji(w) (10)

3 Identifying optimal TTRs

In this section we address three issues: the class of TTRs within which we look for

the optimal member; the measurement of household welfare and Social Welfare; the

procedure to identify the optimal – i.e. Social Welfare maximizing – TTR.
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3.1 The class of polynomial TTRs

Given the estimates of the microeconometric model, we can simulate the e!ects of new

TTRs. We define total taxable household income Xi as follows:

Xi = Yi + Ii " SSCi (11)

where

Yi = total gross household earnings

Ii = total gross household unearned income

SSCi = total household social security contribution.

Then we look for optimal TTRs within the class of rules where total net available

household income Ci is defined as a polynomial function of total taxable household

income:

Ci = !0
%
Hi + !1Xi + !2X

2
i + !3X

3
i + !4X

4
i (12)

where Hi = household size and the coe"cients ! are the parameters of the TTR to be

determined optimally8.

When identifying the optimal TTR, the rule defined by expression (12) completely

replaces the current TTR.

The rule is universal in the sense that it is identically applied to any household.

Current TTRs instead are, at least to some extent, categorical or targeted: di!erent

rules might apply to single or couples, to di!erent occupational statuses, to di!erent

8Searching for an optimal rule within a parametric class of rules is the strategy used by (Ramsey,
1927) to identify optimal taxes on consumption goods. The approach introduced by (Mirrlees, 1971)
is instead non-parametric and it is more general in view of the shape of the optimal TTR; however,
it is more demanding in terms of assumptions on the preferences and the economy. Moreover, the
shapes of optimal rules identified with the Mirrlees approach are typically rather simple and can
easily be approximated by a parametric representation. The advanges of the Ramsey approach for the
identification of optimal income taxes are exploited by some recent papers that adopt macroeconomic
calibrated models, e.g. (Ferriere et al., 2021), (Heathcote and Tsujiyama, 2021) and Heathcote et al.
(2017)
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levels of taxable income, to di!erent sources of income etc. Universality also applies to

income support policies, which in our rule are represented by the term !0
#
Hi (provided

!0 > 0). In current systems, income support policies – frequently designed outside the

tax system - are again categorical or targeted or contingent on specific events. The

polynomial rule encompasses various notable special cases. A pure flat tax (FT) rule

is Ci = !1Xi with constant marginal tax rate equal to 1–!1. A specially interesting

case is the one with !0, !1 > 0 and !2 = !3 = !4 = 0 : Ci = !0
#
Hi + !1Xi. This case

has been analysed in Islam and Colombino (2018).

It can be interpreted - and implemented - in two (budget-wise equivalent) ways

(Friedman, 1962):

A Universal Basic Income (UBI) with FT, i.e. a transfer !0
#
Hi and a tax

=(1" !1)Xi. Given taxable income Xi , by adding the transfer and subtracting

the tax we get back the rule: Ci = !0
#
Hi + !1Xi.

A Negative Income Tax (NIT) with FT, i.e. a rule with net tax =(1 " !1)Xi "

!0
#
Hi, which is negative (i.e. it is a transfer) if the first term is smaller than

the second one. By subtracting the tax from the taxable income we go back the

same rule as with UBI: Ci = !0
#
Hi + !1Xi

9.

The term rescales the guaranteed minimum income or the basic income according

to the household size (square root rule).

The policy debate upon income support mechanisms sometimes conveys the impres-

sion that NIT is means-tested while UBI is not. Clearly NIT is directly means-tested,

since whether the household pays positive or negative taxes, and to what extent, de-

pends on the household’s taxable income. With UBI, the household receives directly

a non-means-tested transfer. However, the net transfer (i.e. UBI – taxes) is clearly

means-tested. We might say that UBI is indirectly means-tested. The di!erence of

9The two mechanisms are budget-wise equivalent. The implementation, however, implies some
di!erences in the timing of tranfers and taxes and in the administration costs. UBI only requires one
up-front universal transfers, NIT requires means-tested transfers.
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both NIT + FT and UBI +FT with respect to current means tested policy – a part

form universality .vs categorising/targeting – is not means-testing per se, but rather

the degree of means-testing. When Friedman (1962) proposed the NIT mechanism as

an alternative to the current systems, the main points concerned simplicity, universal-

ity and incentives. Focussing now on incentives, the current income support policies in

many cases imply extremely high marginal tax rates applied to low incomes, close to

(and in some cases even larger than)100%. As a possible special case of our polynomial

rule, it would require a very low value (or even a negative value) of !1, so that net

income is hardly larger than !0
#
Hi for a range of low values of taxable income. A

value of !0 su"ciently larger than zero would signal that we are in the UBI (or NIT)

case rather than a traditional strongly means-tested case.

We focus on a class of TTRs that, although flexible, is very simple and universalistic

(except for accounting for household size). It might be argued that the heterogeneity

accounted for in the microeconometric model in principle might allow us to consider

TTRs based on targeting of tax rates and subsidies, which might be social welfare-

superior to our optimal polynomial TTRs. However, we are specifically interested in

evaluating a simple and universalistic rule10.

3.2 Social Welfare evaluation

In order to provide a social welfare evaluation of the e!ects of alternative TTRs we

must (a) define a inter-household comparable measure of household welfare and (b) a

social welfare function that takes as arguments the household welfare measures.

We define the Comparable Money-metric Utility (CMU). This index transforms

the household utility level into an inter-household comparable monetary measure

that will enter as argument of the Social Welfare function. First, we calculate the

expected maximum utility attained by household i under TTR (e.g. McFadden

10Moreover, categorical, targeted and means-tested designs of the TTR bear administrative and
political costs that instead are smaller or even non-existent in simple and universalistic designs.
van de Walle (1999) uses US estimates to infer that a unit means-tested transfer might cost up to five
times more than a unit universal transfer. Duclos (1995) estimates that one fifth of the Supplemental
Benefit in Great Britain is “lost to recipients in the form of various takeup inconveniences”. The
negative incentive e!ects of means-testing and targeting are well-documented, e.g. (Mo"tt, 1992,
2003) and Colombino (2015).
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(1978)):

E(max(Ui(j, wi, Ii, !i, "ij))) = ln(
$

exp(Vi(x,wi, Ii, !i))) (13)

Analogously, the expected maximum utility attained by the “reference” house-

hold R under the “reference” TTR !R

E(max(UR(j, wR, IR, !R, "Rj))) = ln(
$

exp(VR(x,wR, IR, !R))) (14)

as the expected maximum utility attained by the “reference” household R under

the “reference” TTR !R. The reference TTR is a revenue neutral flat tax. The

reference household is the couple household at the median value of the distribu-

tion of E(max(Ui(j, wi, Ii, !R, "i))). The CMU of household i under TTR !, µi(!)

is defined as the gross full income that a reference household under a reference

TTR !R would need in order to attain an expected maximum utility equal to

E(max(Ui(j, wi, Ii, !, "ij))):11

E(max(UR(j, wR, IR, !R, "Rj))) = E(max(Ui(j, wi, Ii, !i, "ij))) (15)

The µ‘s of the households are aggregated into the Kolm (1976) Social Welfare

index, which can be defined as:

W = µ"
"
1

k

#
ln

&
$

i

exp {"k (µi " µ̄)}
N

'
(16)

where

µi =
1

N

$

i

µi (17)

"
1

k

#
ln

&
$

i

exp {"k (µi " µ̄)}
N

'
(18)

11The net full income includes the market value of the time endowment. The CMU is analogous to
the “equivalent income” defined by King (1983). The basic idea is using the preferences of the “refer-
ence household” in the same way as reference prices are used in computing equivalent or compensating
variations for comparing utility levels attained under di!erent budget sets.
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is the Kolm Inequality Index, with k=Inequality Aversion Parameter. In what

follows we use k = 0.07512. Therefore, Social Welfare = E"ciency – Inequality.

3.3 Social Welfare maximization in equilibrium

The last step is the identification of TTRs that maximize Social Welfare taking into

account the constraints of market equilibrium and fiscal neutrality. We consider three

scenarios: the “Current Economy” (i.e. the observed one) and the two stylized scenar-

ios described in Section 2, i.e. the “Jobless Economy” and the “Polarized Economy”.

For each scenario we identify the optimal polynomial TTR and compare its perfor-

mance to the performance of the current TTR. The exercise requires imputing a value

of the wage elasticity of labour demand, according to expression (6). A TTR reform

is a structural change. The most natural horizon for its evaluation is the long-run,

where households and firms can be assumed to have updated their decisions and a new

equilibrium has been attained. This perspective typically coincides with assuming a

perfectly elastic labour demand. In this case the wage rate remains unchanged and

the available jobs adjust to match the desired labour supply. This does not raise any

di"culties as long as the “Current economy” scenario is concerned. We identify the

polynomial optimal TTR under the “Current economy” with µ = $ and compare it

with the current TTR (assuming the latter is a long-run equilibrium). However, when

it comes to the “Jobless economy” and the “Polarized Economy”, assuming infinite

labour demand elasticity (i.e. a limitless availability of jobs at the current wage) would

contradict an exogenous reduction of available jobs. Therefore, we choose the value

of % above which the results do not significantly change, which tuns out to be µ = 4.

For consistency, the “Jobless” and “Polarized” long-run equilibria with the polynomial

optimal TTR must be compared with the long-run equilibria of the current TTR. The

latter is identified by simulating the equilibrium attainable under the above alternative

scenarios in the long-run and keeping unchanged the current TTR. We perform two

exercises. In the “Current economy” scenario exercise we maintain the current (ob-

12k = 0.075 approximately corresponds to Atkinson’s aversion to inequality = 0.2. More details on
Kolm’s social welfare index and a discussion of its features as compared to other social welfare indices
can be found in Islam and Colombino (2018). We choose Kolm’s social welfare index because is
computationally convenient in our application.
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served) labour market scenario. In the alternative scenarios we assume an exogenous

shift of labour demand, namely a 10% reduction of the number of available market

jobs for any given level of the wage rate. In this exercise we only consider the equilib-

rium between the total potential labour supply and the total number of market jobs

(of any type). Therefore, for a given value $ of the mean wage and a given TTR ! ,

we can compute the expected number of individuals who are willing to work Q(!,$)

as in section 3.1. With T (!,$) we denote the corresponding total net tax revenue.

In order to identify the optimal TTR in equilibrium we apply the following proce-

dure.

Start with initial guesses ! 0 and $0

Compute the total expected net tax revenue T (! 0,$0)

Compute the total number of jobs J($0) and the total number of individuals

willing to work Q(! 0,$0)

Compute the CMUs µ1(! 0,$0), ..., µN(! 0,$0)

Iterate (1) – (4) by updating (! 0,$0), (! 1,$1), ..., untilW (µ1(! ",$"), ..., µN(! ",$"))

is maximized and T (! ",$") % R and Q(! ",$") & J($") are both satisfied, where

R is the net tax revenue required by public budget constraint13. The algorithm

used to compute the equilibrium wage and the corresponding equilibrium number

of available jobs is explained in Appendix B.

4 Results

Tables 1 – 4 report the long-run equilibrium with the current TTR and with the

polynomial optimal TTR for France, Germany, Italy and Luxembourg under three

di!erent scenarios: the “Current Economy”, the “Jobless Economy” and the “Polar-

ized Economy”. Each column contains the equilibrium values of the monthly house-

hold disposable income, the percentage of employed individuals, the weekly individual

13For the numerical maximization we used the application CO (Constrained Optimization) provided
by the package GAUSS. In most cases, the constraints are satisfied as equalities. In some cases –
especially for the labour market equilibrium – we are only able to get a solution with an inequality
constraint.
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hours worked (including the 0 hours worked by the non-employed), the percentage of

“winners”, i.e. the households whose CMU (see Section 3.2) is higher with respect

to the base case (the “Current Economy” with the current TTR), the Social Welfare,

the E"ciency index and the Kolm’s index of Inequality. The TTRs obviously cannot

be defined by a vector of five parameters. Therefore, just in order to provide an in-

tuitive comparison of the features of the current TTRs to the features of the optimal

TTRs, we have computed polynomial approximations to the actual current TTRs and

reported the corresponding parameters ! 14. Notice, however, that the equilibrium op-

timal values of the welfare indices and of the economics e!ects are computed by using

the actual current TTR, not the approximated one.

[Tables 1 - 4 about here]

Under the “Current Economy” scenario, the optimal polynomial TTRs are social

welfare-superior to the current TTRs in all the countries. This result is also supported

by the percentage of “winners”. Although the money-metric welfare gains are small, it

must be recalled that the current TTRs bear administrative costs (not account for by

the Social Welfare index) that are certainly larger than those required by the simpler

polynomial optimal TTRs. Under the “Jobless Economy” and the “Polarized Econ-

omy” scenarios, the re-optimized polynomial TTRs dominate the current TTRs in

France, Germany and Italy, but not in Luxembourg. The “Jobless Economy” implies

a welfare loss with respect to the “Current Economy”, particularly when adopting

the current TTR. Instead, the “Polarized Economy” appears to be a better allocation

than the “Current Economy” (also revealed by the percentage of “winners”).

In France, Germany and Italy, the optimal TTR is very close to a UBI (or a NIT)

with a (almost) constant marginal tax rate (MTR) equal to 1" !1 as long as the total

household taxable income is not larger than 100000 euros. The parameters !2, !3, and

!4 are very close to zero and imply slightly increasing or decreasing MTRs only for

very high values of taxable income. These results seem consistent, for example, with

14The approximation is computed by minimizing the distance between the current total household
disposable income and the total household disposable income predicted by the polynomial.
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the results of Islam and Colombino (2018), with the analysis provided by Kory et al.

(2020) who find that the optimal tax-transfer rule is close to a NIT when labour market

equilibrium taken into account, and also with the theoretical and empirical analysis by

Ferriere et al. (2021), where it is shown that the optimal TTRs should envisage some

version of basic income and not very progressive MTRs. In our results, the exception

is Luxembourg, where the optimal polynomial TTR is closer to the current TTR,

which is social welfare-superior to the polynomial optimal TTRs under the “Jobless

Economy” and “Polarized Economy” scenarios. Looking at the “winners” percentages

disaggregated by demographic groups (not reported here) it seems that the optimal

polynomial TTRs penalizes in particular the couples. We can speculate that the very

large funds allocated to transfers in Luxembourg make it possible to design categorical

and target policies that are able to outperform the universal transfers envisaged by

the polynomial optimal TTRs.

Where do the social welfare gains of the polynomial optimal TTRs come from?

Under the “Current Economy” scenario, in most cases employment, hours worked

and disposable income increase and poverty decreases (despite a small increase in

Kolm’s inequality index) with the polynomial optimal TTRs: the flatter profile of

taxes favours the level of activity and the universal and unconditional transfers help

reducing poverty. With the exception of Luxembourg, a similar pattern emerges under

the “Jobless Economy” and the “Polarized Economy” scenarios.

The answers to the research questions (a and b) raised in Section 1 can be sum-

marized as follows. First, within a flexible parametric class, we have identified uni-

versalistic TTRs that are Social Welfare superior to the current TTRs, both under

the current labour demand scenario and under the alternative scenarios that we have

labelled “Jobless Economy” and “Polarized Economy” (with the exception of Luxem-

bourg in these last scenarios). Second, even though we consider a class of candidate

TTRs with five parameters and compatible with a large variety of rules, the opti-

mal TTRs in France, Germany and Italy– at least for taxable incomes up to 100000

monthly euros – approximately boil down to a two-parameter rule, namely a UBI (or

a NIT) with a FT. This result holds in France, Germany and Italy, across di!erent
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labour demand scenarios and di!erent degrees of social aversion to inequality15. The

benefits of such a rule appear to be found especially on the side of e"ciency. The

weight given to inequality – i.e. the value of Kolm’s k – a!ects the amount of UBI

but not on the shape of the MTRs16. The rule appears to implement a system that

addresses distributional issues with less distortions that it is the case with traditional

rules based on categorical and targeted income support policies and increasing MTRs.

The net result is a modest increase in Kolm’s inequality index and an increase in ef-

ficiency large enough to produce a larger social welfare. Moreover, in most cases we

have a reduction of poverty (measured by the poverty gap index). Clearly UBI or

NIT are less distortive than strongly means-tested and categorical policies. This is

one of the main arguments put forward by Friedman (NIT) and Van Parijs (UBI). FT

is less distortive than increasing MTRs. What is less frequently stressed is that UBI

or NIT introduce a certain degree of progressivity, since they imply a range of val-

ues of taxable income where households “pay” negative (net) taxes (although through

di!erent mechanisms with UBI or NIT). Therefore, the implied overall recipe can be

summarized as follows: Get more e"ciency with FT, fine-tune progressivity (with less

distortions) with UBI (or NIT). More or less generous transfers are financed by higher

or lower average taxes rather than by more or less progressive MTRs. While the liter-

ature acknowledges the benefits (besides their limitations) of UBI-NIT and of FT, the

possible joint benefits from UBI-NIT and FT are not so frequently stressed. Both the

implementations and (most of) the simulations do not concern the UBI (or NIT) + FT

package, but only a FT reform or a UBI-NIT reform. On the one hand, the literature

reports more or less important e"ciency e!ects of FT reforms (e.g., Jensen (2008)).

However, the increase of inequality is typically large enough to be discouraging unless

one adopts a criterion that puts very little weight on inequality. On the other hand,

a more recent literature addresses UBI with divergent evaluations17. UBI or NIT are

15It might be argued that the (almost) flat tax result is favoured by imposing (as we do) a joint
household tax rule, since a flat taxation avoids distortions between the labour supply choices of house-
hold’s partners. However, we also repeated the exercise while imposing an individual tax rule and
obtained results that do not depart significantly from those obtained with joint taxation. Therefore
we can conclude that the (almost) flat tax results do not depend on assuming a joint or an individual
tax rule.

16Simulations, not reported, with higher value of Kolm’s k show that the optimal amount of UBI
increases, but the shape of the MTRs remains unchanged.

17Interesting recent examples of positive and negative evaluations are respectively are Hoynes and
Rothstein (2019) and Benzell and Ye (2021). Most of the literature is based on simulation exercises
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typically simulated under the current TTR, which – at least in the US or in Western

Europe – is characterised by increasing MTRs. Even when the evaluation is poten-

tially positive, many authors think the implementation is di"cult because of very high

(top) marginal taxes required to finance UBI. However, even since the seminal exercise

provided by Atkinson (1996), the FT appears as a natural companion of UBI-NIT,

the reason being that – with progressive taxes – fiscal neutrality might require unsus-

tainable top MTRs. Our results suggest that the combination of UBI (or NIT) with

FT improves the e"ciency e!ect, moderates the possible increase of inequality and yet

satisfies fiscal neutrality with sustainable MTRs. Three other examples of analysis –

based on microsimulation methods – that simulate UBI (or NIT) + FT packages with

positive results are Islam and Colombino (2018) Colombino and Islam (2020) and

Magnani and Piccoli (2020). With a di!erent methodology – calibrated equilibrium

macroeconomic model – a recent paper by Ferriere et al. (2021) show interesting the-

oretical and empirical results that appear to be close to the optimal “recipe” we have

sketched above: optimal TTRs exhibit relatively generous transfers – which take care

of inequality – and close-to-flat MTRs, which promote e"ciency.

or om experimental evidence (mostly in developing countries). Ghatak and Maniquet (2019) is so far
– to the best of our knowledge – a unique example of a rigourous theoretical analysis of UBI adopting
an optimal taxation perspective.
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5 Conclusions

We have addressed the issue of whether a simple and universalistic TTR can be so-

cial welfare-superior to the typically complex, categorical and targeted current TTR

both under the current labour market scenario and under alternative scenarios that

could be implied by processes like globalization and automation. We have adopted

a computational approach to empirical optimal taxation. We look for optimal TTRs

within a class of rules where the total disposable household income is defined as a

4th degree polynomial transformation of the total taxable household income, plus a

constant calibrated according to an equivalence scale. In order to identify the op-

timal member of the polynomial class, we use a combination of microeconometric

modelling, behavioural microsimulation and numerical optimization. We develop a

RURO microeconometric model of household labour supply and estimate the parame-

ters of the household preferences and of the constraints. A microsimulation procedure

simulates the household choices and levels of attained utility given alternative mem-

bers of the polynomial TTR class. Household-specific utility levels are translated

into money-metric inter-household comparable measures according to the concept of

equivalent income (King, 1983) or indirect money-metric utility (Varian, 1992). The

money-metric utilities are then aggregated into a Kolm’s Social Welfare function. The

microsimulation is embedded into a numerical optimization algorithm that identifies

the TTR that maximizes the Social Welfare function. Assuming that globalization

and automation lead to a reduced availability of jobs – the “Jobless Economy” sce-

nario – and/or to a reallocation of jobs – the “Polarized Economy” scenario – the

features of the RURO model allow us to perform two exercises. First, we identify

the polynomial optimal TTR and compare it to the current TTR under the “Current

Economy” scenario in a long-run setting. Second, we replicate the same exercise as

above under the two scenarios “Jobless Economy” and “Polarized Economy”. Under

the “Current Economy” scenario, the optimal polynomial TTR is welfare superior to

the current TTR in all the countries. The main lesson from the first exercise is that

an extremely simple TTR based on total household income and featuring a UBI (or,

equivalently, a universal NIT) outperforms complicated, categorical and strongly pro-

gressive TTRs such as the current ones. While in Luxembourg the optimal polynomial
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TTR is close to the current one, in France, Italy and Germany the optimal polynomial

TTR features close-to-flat MTRs: at least in these countries, the shape of the polyno-

mial optimal TTRs suggests that a combination of UBI (or NIT) plus a (almost) FT

is more e!ective than the current TTR in promoting the level of economic activity and

in sustaining the level of household income above the poverty line. As to the second

exercise, under both the “Jobless Economy” and the “Polarized Economy” scenarios,

the results are similar to those obtained under the current scenario: the re-optimised

polynomial TTRs – which take into account the new scenarios – are definitely superior

to the current TTRs in France, Germany and Italy and candidate themselves as re-

forms that can better cope with the challenges raised by automation and globalization.
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Table 1: Long-run equilibrium with current TTR and with optimized polynomial
TTR, Kolm k = 0.075, France.

“Current Economy” “Jobless Economy” “Polarized Economy”

Current TTR Optimal TTR Current TTR Optimal TTR Current TTR Optimal TTR

col. 1 col. 2 col. 3 col. 4 col. 5 col. 6

!0 603 269 603 252 603 297

!1 0.52 0.85 0.52 0.82 0.52 0.92

!2 3.01x10!6 0.02x10!6 3.01x10!6 0.02x10!6 3.01x10!6 0.03x10!6

!3 -1.51x10!11 0.02x10!11 -1.51x10!11 0.02x10!11 -1.51x10!11 0.03x10!11

!4 0.20x10!16 0.03x10!16 0.20x10!16 0.02x10!16 0.20x10!16 0.04x10!16

Disposable income 3612 3809 3452 3470 3650 4097

Participation % 92.04 93.70 92.38 92.26 93.55 93.00

Weekly hours 35.98 36.96 35.99 36.15 36.56 36.96

Poverty gap % 3.76 5.13 3.99 6.41 3.25 4.77

Winners % — 55 40 48 64 58

Welfare 9184 9276 9120 9153 9184 9406

E"ciency 9283 9400 9210 9257 9283 9554

Inequality 99 124 90 104 99 148

Note: The parameters ! in the columns “Current TTR” are the parameters of the polynomial
approximation to the current TTR.
Source: Own construction using the EUROMOD input data 2015 (EU-SILC 2015 survey).
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Table 2: Long-run equilibrium with current TTR and with optimized polynomial
TTR, Kolm k = 0.075, Germany.

“Current Economy” “Jobless Economy” “Polarized Economy”

Current TTR Optimal TTR Current TTR Optimal TTR Current TTR Optimal TTR

col. 1 col. 2 col. 3 col. 4 col. 5 col. 6

!0 607 643 607 586 607 587

!1 0.67 0.64 0.67 0.62 0.67 0.62

!2 -0.36x10!6 0.01x10!6 -0.36x10!6 -0.01x10!6 -0.36x10!6 -0.01x10!6

!3 0.04x10!11 -0.01x10!11 0.04x10!11 -0.008x10!11 0.04x10!11 -0.008x10!11

!4 -0.001x10!16 -0.01x10!16 -0.001x10!16 -0.006x10!16 -0.001x10!16 -0.007x10!16

Disposable

income 3435 3445 3298 3140 3404 3320

Participation% 84.02 86.72 84.13 85.35 84.68 84.80

Weekly hours 31.96 32.90 31.83 32.07 32.15 32.10

Poverty gap% 6.24 5.28 6.76 6.35 6.35 6.21

Welfare 18226 18236 18222 18226 18226 18234

Winners% — 56 37 37 38 41

E"ciency 19044 19066 19017 19001 19038 19044

Inequality 819 830 795 775 813 810

Note: The parameters ! in the columns “Current TTR” are the parameters of the polynomial
approximation to the current TTR.
Source: Own construction using the EUROMOD input data 2015 (EU-SILC 2015 survey).
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Table 3: Long-run equilibrium with current TTR and with optimized polynomial
TTR, Kolm k = 0.075, Italy.

“Current Economy” “Jobless Economy” “Polarized Economy”

Current TTR Optimal TTR Current TTR Optimal TTR Current TTR Optimal TTR

col. 1 col. 2 col. 3 col. 4 col. 5 col. 6

!0 217 312 217 241 217 269

!1 0.75 0.63 0.75 0.61 0.75 0.71

!2 -1.98x10!6 0.02x10!6 -1.98x10!6 0.02x10!6 -1.98x10!6 0.006x10!6

!3 0.69x10!11 0.009x10!11 0.69x10!11 0.008x10!11 0.69x10!11 0.001x10!11

!4 -0.07x10!16 0.002x10!16 -0.07x10!16 0.004x10!16 -0.07x10!16 0.001x10!16

Disposable income 1852 1934 1780 1697 1982 1997

Participation% 79.58 82.24 80.74 81.11 81.29 80.55

Weekly hours 28.68 29.54 29.05 29.16 29.27 29.03

Poverty gap% 18.91 11.07 18.95 15.32 17.30 12.32

Winners% — 58 32 47 68 64

Welfare 9001 9070 8955 8961 9044 9115

E"ciency 9452 9531 9398 9404 9502 9584

Inequality 451 461 443 443 458 469

Note: The parameters ! in the columns “Current TTR” are the parameters of the polynomial
approximation to the current TTR.
Source: Own construction using the EUROMOD input data 2015 (EU-SILC 2015 survey).
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Table 4: Long-run equilibrium with current TTR and with optimized polynomial
TTR, Kolm k = 0.075, Luxembourg.

“Current Economy” “Jobless Economy” “Polarized Economy”

Current TTR Optimal TTR Current TTR Optimal TTR Current TTR Optimal TTR

col. 1 col. 2 col. 3 col. 4 col. 5 col. 6

!0 1470 1533 1470 1466 1470 1464

!1 0.32 0.30 0.32 0.28 0.32 0.30

!2 4.12x10!6 4.12x10!6 4.12x10!6 4.12x10!6 4.12x10!6 4.12x10!6

!3 -1.87x10!11 -1.88x10!11 -1.87x10!11 -1.87x10!11 -1.87x10!11 -1.87x10!11

!4 0.25x10!16 0.23x10!16 0.25x10!16 0.24x10!16 0.25x10!16 0.24x10!16

Disposable income 4734 4796 4587 4418 5963 4560

Participation% 87.95 89.16 88.14 87.78 85.00 87.92

Weekly hours 34.20 34.61 34.26 34.07 33.23 34.17

Poverty gap% 4.42 0.99 4.70 0.00 3.38 0.00

Winners% — 65 9 42 84 48

Welfare 5922 5968 5851 5826 6522 5863

E"ciency 7654 7721 7556 7520 8502 7574

Inequality 1732 1753 1705 1695 1979 1711

Note: The parameters ! in the columns “Current TTR” are the parameters of the polynomial
approximation to the current TTR.
Source: Own construction using the EUROMOD input data 2015 (EU-SILC 2015 survey).
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Appendices

A Empirical specification of the microeconometric

model

A.1 The opportunity set and the preferences

The household opportunity set contains jobs or activities characterized by hours of work

h, sector of market job s (wage employment or self-employment) and other characteristics

(observed by the household but not by us). We define h as a vector with one element for

the singles and two elements for the couples, h = hM
hF

, where the subscripts F and M refer to

the female and the male partner respectively. Analogously, in the case of couples, s = sM
sF

.

The household-specific wage vector is wi =
wiM
wiF

. Each household member can work only in

one sector. The opportunity set a single can choose among contains 7 alternatives,

(0, 0)

(s = 1, 0<h & 26),

(s = 2, 0<h & 26),

(s = 1, 26<h & 52),

(s = 2, 26<h & 52),

(s = 1, 52<h & 80),

(s = 2, 52<h & 80).

(52<h & 80), s = 2)

(19)

where (0,0) denotes a non-market “job” or activity (non-participation, job search etc.).

For each household, the values of h are drawn from the observed distribution of hours in

each hour interval 1-26 (part time), 27-52 (full time), 52-80 (extra time) and sector indicator

s is equal to 0 (non-market activity) or 1 (wage employment) or 2 (self-employment). For

couples, the household opportunity set is the Cartesian product of two single opportunity

sets and contains 49 alternatives. The systematic utility function is specified as follows (for

couples), where j indexes the 49 job types:
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Vi(j, wi, !i) = "1Cj + "2(Cj)
2 + "3CjNi

+#1LjM + #2(LjM )2 + #3LjF + #4(LjF )
2

+#5LjMCj + #6(LjF )Cj

+#7LjMAiM + #8(LjF )AiF

+#9LjM (AiM )2 + #10LjF (AiF )
2

+#11LjMKi0 + #12(LjF )Ki0

+#13LjMKi6 + #14LjFKi6 + #15LjMKi10 + #16LjFKi10

(20)

where

Cji = net disposable income at job j given wage wi and unearned income Ii under TTR ! .

It results from applying the tax-transfer rule to the total household taxable income ;

LjM = leisure time at job j of the head-of-household,

LjF = leisure time at job j of the partner,

Ni = number of household components,

AiM = age of the head-of-household,

AiF =age of the partner,

Ki0 = 1 if no children belong to the household (= 0 otherwise)

Ki6 = number of children in age & 6

Ki10 = number of children in age > 6 and & 10.

For single households, only the terms for a single person are present. When computing

the earnings of any job (s, h) we face the problem that the wage rates of sector s are observed

only for those who work in sector s. Moreover, for individuals who are not working we do not

observe any wage rate. To deal with this issue, we follow a two-stage procedure presented

in Dagsvik and Strøm (2006) and adopted also by Coda et al. (2020). The procedure is

analogous to the well-known Heckman correction for selectivity but is specifically appropriate

for the distribution assumed for .
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The dummy variables D that are used to represent the availability of the various job-types

are specified as follows. Single households:

D1,0 = 1 [(s = 1, h>0)] ,

D2,0 = 1 [(s = 2, h>0)] ,

D1,1 = 1 [(s = 1, 0<h>26)] ,

D2,1 = 1 [(s = 2, 0<h>26)] ,

D1,2 = 1 [(s = 1, 26<h>52)] ,

D2,2 = 1 [(s = 2, 26<h>52)] ,

(21)

Couple households:

DM,1,0 = 1 [(sM = 1, hM>0)] ,

DM,1,1 = 1 [(sM = 1, 0<hM & 26)] ,

DM,1,2 = 1 [(sM = 1, 26<hM & 52)] ,

DM,2,0 = 1 [(sM = 2, hM>0)] ,

DM,2,1 = 1 [(sM = 2, 0<hM & 26)] ,

DM,2,2 = 1 [(sM = 2, 26<hM & 52)] ,

DF,1,0 = 1 [(sF = 1, hF>0)] ,

DF,1,1 = 1 [(sF = 1, 0<hF & 26)] ,

DF,1,2 = 1 [(sF = 1, 26<hF & 52)] ,

DF,2,0 = 1 [(sF = 2, hF>0)] ,

DF,2,1 = 1 [(sF = 2, 0<hF & 26)] ,

DF,2,2 = 1 [(sF = 2, 26<hF & 52)] ,

(22)

where 1[.] is the indicator function.

A.2 The choice probabilities

We estimate the labour supply models of couples and singles separately. For singles, the

probability of willing to hold a job of type (s, h) is:

Pi((s, h);wi, !) =
exp

(
Vi((s, h);wi, !) +

!2
t=1

!2
u=0 $t,uDt,u

)

!
s

!
h exp

(
Vi((s, h);wi, !) +

!2
t=1

!2
u=0 $t,uDt,u

) (23)
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For couples, the probability of willing to hold a job of type (s,h) = (sM , hM , sF , hF ) is:

Pi(s,h;wi, ! ) =
exp

(
Vi(s,h;wi, ! ) +

!F
g=M

!2
t=1

!2
u=0 $g,t,uDg,t,u

)

!
s

!
h exp

(
Vi((s,h);wi, ! ) +

!F
g=M

!2
t=1

!2
u=0 $g,t,uDg,t,u

) (24)

When identifying optimal TTRs in equilibrium, we need to compute the expected number

of individuals willing to hold a market job given TTR ! and wage distribution with mean

%. For singles, the expression is:

$

i,s>0,h>0

*
++++++,

++++++-

exp

*
,

-Vi((s, h);wi("), ! ) +
$

t=1,2

$t,0(")Dt,0 +
2$

t=1

2$

u=0

$t,u(")Dt,u

.
/

0

!
s

!
h exp

*
,

-Vi((s, h);wi("), ! ) +
$

t=1,2

$t,0(")Dt,0 +
2$

t=1

2$

u=0

$t,u(")Dt,u

.
/

0

.
++++++/

++++++0

(25)

As for couples, we must compute the analogous expectations of the first and the second

partner:

$

i,sM>0,hM>0

*
++++++,

++++++-

exp

*
,

-Vi((sM,hM);wi("), ! ) +
$

t=1,2

$t,0(")Dt,0 +
2$

t=1

2$

u=0

$t,u(")Dt,u

.
/

0

!
sM

!
hM

exp

*
,

-Vi((sM,hM);wi("), ! ) +
$

t=1,2

$t,0(")Dt,0 +
2$

t=1

2$

u=0

$t,u(")Dt,u

.
/

0

.
++++++/

++++++0

(26)

$

i,sF>0,hF>0

*
++++++,

++++++-

exp

*
,

-Vi((sF,hF);wi("), ! ) +
$

t=1,2

$t,0(")Dt,0 +
2$

t=1

2$

u=0

$t,u(")Dt,u

.
/

0

!
sF

!
hF

exp

*
,

-Vi((sF,hF);wi("), ! ) +
$

t=1,2

$t,0(")Dt,0 +
2$

t=1

2$

u=0

$t,u(")Dt,u

.
/

0

.
++++++/

++++++0

(27)

The total expected number Q(!,%) of individuals who are willing to work is the sum of

expressions (25), (26) and (27).

A.3 The Data

The datasets used in the analysis are the EUROMOD input data based on the European

Union Statistics on Income and Living Conditions (EU-SILC) for France, Germany, Italy

and Luxembourg in 2015. The input data provide all required information on demographic

characteristics and human capital, employment and wages of household members, as well as

information about various sources of non-labour income. We select individuals in the age
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range 18-55 who are not retired or disabled. EUROMOD18 is used for two di!erent opera-

tions. First, for every household in the sample, it computes the net available income under

the current TTR at each of the 49 (7) alternatives available to the couples (singles). The

net available incomes are used in the estimation of the labour supply model. Second, for

each household, it computes the gross income at each alternative. Gross incomes are used

in the simulation and optimization steps, where EUROMOD is not used anymore, and new

values of net available incomes are generated by applying the new TTRs to the gross incomes.

The estimates for couples (32 parameters), singles females (17 parameters) and single

males (17 parameters) in France, Germany, Italy and Luxembourg are reported in Appendix

C.

A.4 The computation of equilibrium

A.4.1 Optimal polynomial TTR under the “Current Economy”

A new policy !
!
in general will induce a change in the desired labour supply. Equilibrium

requires that the number of available jobs J is equal to the desired labour supply. J depends

on the wage rates and $ depends on J. Therefore, the policy will determine a change in the

values of J, of $, of the wage rate and of desired labour supply. According to expression (5)

we write:

$0 = lnJ " lnA0 (28)

Let e" be the proportional change in J so that the Je" is the new number of market jobs

and $(&) is the new value of $:

$0 = ln(Je")" lnA0 = lnJ " lnA0 + & = $0 + & (29)

Using (6) we get the new mean wage rate corresponding to Je" :

%(&) = K1/!(Je")!1/! = K1/!J!1/!e!"/! = %e!"/! (30)

The new values of $(&) and %(&) determine new choice probabilities. Let

Q(! , &) =
$

i

$

j>0

$

j>0

exp {Vi(j;wi(#), ! ) + $0(#)D0}

M$

x=0

exp {Vi(x;wi(#), ! ) + $0(#)D0}

(31)

18EUROMOD is a large-scale pan-European tax-benefit static micro-simulation engine (e.g. Suther-

land and Figari (2013)). It covers the tax-benefit schemes of the majority of European countries and

allows computation of predicted household disposable income, on the basis of gross earnings, employ-

ment and other household characteristics.
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be the desired labour supply given the policy !
!
and the adjustment &, where wi(&) is

the wage rate of household i in the wage distribution with mean %i(&). Then the equilibrium

value (&)" is such that

$

i

$

j>0

$

j>0

exp {Vi(j;wi(#
"), ! ) + $0(#

")D0}

$

x=0

exp {Vi(x;wi(#
"), ! ) + $0(#

")D0}
= Je"

"
(32)

The equality (equilibrium) determines the e!ective labour supply. Note that the adjust-

ment in the number of market jobs through a change in the level of the wage rates can be

visualised as a movement along the labour demand curve.

A.4.2 Optimal polynomial TTR under the “Jobless Economy”

We consider again the case with only one dummy. Write its coe"cient as

$0(%) = lnJ(%)" lnA0

where % is the mean of the wage rate distribution. Using (6) and (28) we write:

$0(%) = ln(K%!!)" lnA0 (33)

Now we consider a proportional shift of the labour demand curve:

J(%, s) = K%!!es (34)

where s is an exogenous known shift parameter J(%, s) and J(%) is new value of as

function of % and of the shift parameter s. We write the new value of $0(%, s) as follows:

$0(%, s) = lnK%!!es " lnA0 (35)

Next we define the number of people who are willing to work as Q($0(%, s),%).

The equilibrium wage w* must satisfy:

Q($0(%
", s),%") = J(%", s) (36)

where %" is the equilibrium mean wage. We specify the equilibrium mean wage as the

result of a proportional change in the current wage,

%" = %em
"

(37)

where m* is a parameter that must be determined in equilibrium. Then:

J(%", s) = K(%em
"
)!!es = K%!!es!!m"

= Jes!!m"
(38)

Notice that es!!m"
is the total proportional change in the number of available market

jobs. The proportional change due to the shift of the labour demand curve is es and the
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proportional change due to the movement along the (shifted) labour demand curve is e!!m"
.

Moreover:

$0(%
", s) = ln(K%!!es!!m"

)" lnA0 = $(%) + s" 'm" (39)

By substituting (38) and (39) into (36), we obtain an equilibrium condition that depends

only on observed current variables, on the exogenous shift parameter s and on m* (that must

be determined endogenously).

A.4.3 Optimal polynomial TTR under the “Polarized Economy”

In this case we must distinguish between high-skill and low-skill individuals:

$0H(%) = lnJH(%)" lnA0

$0L(%) = lnJL(%)" lnA0

where % is the mean of the wage rate distribution. The shift of the labour demand curve is

SH = 0.10 for the high-skills individuals and SL = -0.10 for the Low-skill individuals:

JH(%, SH) = KH%!!eSH ,

JL(%, SL) = KL%
!!eSL ,

(40)

Next we define the number of people who are willing to work as

QH($0H(%, S0H),%) and QL($0L(%, S0L),%)

The equilibrium wage w* must satisfy:

Q($H((%"
H , SH),%"

H) = J(%"
H , SH),

Q($L(%
"
L, SL),%

"
L) = J(%"

L, SL),
(41)

where %"
H ,%"

L are the equilibrium mean wages. We specify the equilibrium mean wages

as the result of a proportional change in the current wage,

%"
H = %em

"
H ,

%"
L = %em

"
L ,

(42)

where m"
H ,m"

L are parameters that must be determined in equilibrium. Then:

JH(%"
H , SH) = KH(%em

"
H )!!eSH = KH%!!eSH!!m"

H = JHeSH!!m"
H ,

JL(%
"
L, SL) = KL(%e

m"
L)!!eSL = KL%

!!eSL!!m"
L = JLe

SL!!m"
L ,

(43)

Notice that eS!!m"
is the total proportional change in the number of available market

jobs. The proportional change due to the shift of the labour demand curve is eS and the

proportional change due to the movement along the (shifted) labour demand curve is e!!m"
.

Moreover:
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$0H(%", SH) = ln(KH%!!eSH!!m"
H )" lnA0 = $(%) + SH " 'm"

H ,

$0L(%
", SL) = ln(KL%

!!eSL!!m"
L)" lnA0 = $(%) + SL " 'm"

L

(44)
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B Estimates of the microeconometric model

Table B.1: Conditional Logit results for Couple (France)

Model component Variable Coef. Std. Err.

Col. 1 Col. 2

Opportunity density

parameters $

Employee Man 0.47617 0.36656

Self-employed Man 0.21306 0.38056

Employee Woman -0.36492 0.28539

Self-employed Woman -1.42678 0.32416

Part-time Employee Man -0.38053 0.24144

Full-time Employee Man 2.83453 0.12490

Part-time Self-employed Man -1.84105 0.32427

Full-time Self-employed Man 0.28701 0.15401

Part-time Employee Woman 0.63618 0.21701

Full-time Employee Woman 2.69863 0.16764

Part-time Self-employed Woman -1.01440 0.31497

Full-time Self-employed Woman 0.67811 0.22777

Income preference

Parameters "

Household Disposable income 0.00033 0.00013

Hosuhold Disposable income squared 1.61E-08 6.75E-09

Household size X Household disposable income -0.00005 0.00002

Leisure preference

parameters #

Leisure Male 0.12565 0.028189

Leisure Man squared 0.00002 0.00014

Leisure Woman 0.16319 0.02557

Leisure Woman squared -0.00011 0.00016

Leisure Man x Household disp income -7.88E-06 1.02E-06

Leisure Woman x Household disp income -1.54E-07 8.04E-07

Leisure Man x Age Man -0.00592 0.00118

Leisure Woman x Age Woman -0.00854 0.00099

Leisure Man x Age Man squared 0.00007 0.00001

Leisure Woman x Age Woman squared 0.00011 0.00001

Leisure Man x No. Children -0.00261 0.00179

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – Continued from previous page

Model component Variable Coef. Std. Err.

Col. 1 Col. 2

Leisure Woman x No. Children 0.00848 0.00156

Leisure Man x No. Children0-6 0.00280 0.00258

Leisure Man x No. Children7-10 0.00651 0.00275

Leisure Woman x No. Children0-6 0.00698 0.00211

Leisure Woman X No. Children7-10 0.00074 0.00229

Leisure Woman X Leisure Man 0.00011 0.00010

Other

N. observations

N. N. couples*49 alternatives 195,804

N. couples 3,996

LR chi2(32) 15,140.15

Prob > chi2 0

Pseudo R2 0.4868

Log likelihood -7,981.64

Note: The Tax Parameters have been estimated with long run elasticity (' = $) of labour demand.

Source: Own construction using the EUROMOD input data 2015 (EU-SILC 2015 survey).
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Table B.2: Conditional Logit results for Couple (Germany)

Model component Variable Coef. Std. Err.

Col. 1 Col. 2

Opportunity density

parameters $

Employee Man -0.19516 0.45504

Self-employed Man -2.87834 0.49338

Employee Woman -1.47703 0.25378

Self-employed Woman -3.29197 0.33521

Part-time Employee Man -1.24384 0.27592

Full-time Employee Man 2.39020 0.12714

Part-time Self-employed Man -1.02153 0.40715

Full-time Self-employed Man 0.92041 0.17998

Part-time Employee Woman 1.76434 0.23240

Full-time Employee Woman 2.47552 0.19052

Part-time Self-employed Woman 0.30559 0.33833

Full-time Self-employed Woman 0.65483 0.29317

Income preference

Parameters "

Household Disposable income 0.00404 0.00015

Hosuhold Disposable income squared -2.56E-07 1.15E-08

Household size X Household disposable income 0.00014 0.00003

Leisure preference

parameters #

Leisure Male 0.23076 0.02712

Leisure Man squared -0.00078 0.00021

Leisure Woman 0.24803 0.02533

Leisure Woman squared -0.00119 0.00014

Leisure Man x Household disp income -0.00002 1.00E-06

Leisure Woman x Household disp -0.00001 6.78E-07

Leisure Man x Age Man -0.00189 0.00095

Leisure Woman x Age Woman -0.00442 0.00095

Leisure Man x Age Man squared 0.00002 0.00001

Leisure Woman x Age Woman squared 0.00007 0.00001

Leisure Man x No. Children -0.00015 0.002

Leisure Woman x No. Children 0.02344 0.00165

Leisure Man x No. Children0-6 0.01914 0.0026

Continued on next page
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Table B.2 – Continued from previous page

Model component Variable Coef. Std. Err.

Col. 1 Col. 2

Leisure Man x No. Children7-10 0.00064 0.00326

Leisure Woman x No. Children0-6 0.01514 0.00256

Leisure Woman X No. Children7-10 0.00411 0.00270

Leisure Woman X Leisure Man -0.00051 0.00008

Other

N. observations

N. N. couples*49 alternatives 201,243

N. couples 4,107

LR chi2(32) 15948.05

Prob > chi2 0

Pseudo R2 0.4989

Log likelihood -8009.68

Note: The Tax Parameters has been estimated with long run elasticity (' = $) of labour demand.

Source: Own construction using the EUROMOD input data 2015 (EU-SILC 2015 survey).
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Table B.3: Conditional Logit results for Couple (Italy)

Model component Variable Coef. Std. Err.

Col. 1 Col. 2

Opportunity density

parameters $

Employee Man -2.22704 0.33592

Self-employed Man -1.79377 0.33276

Employee Woman -4.20580 0.37118

Self-employed Woman -3.15958 0.3091701

Part-time Employee Man 1.81084 0.22353

Full-time Employee Man 3.45780 0.14667

Part-time Self-employed Man -1.14219 0.28618

Full-time Self-employed Man 1.82780 0.13526

Part-time Employee Woman 3.52280 0.34888

Full-time Employee Woman 4.23302 0.32574

Part-time Self-employed Woman 0.22010 0.30282

Full-time Self-employed Woman 1.98913 0.25804

Income preference

Parameters "

Household Disposable income 0.00051 0.00015

Hosuhold Disposable income squared 1.36E-08 7.25E-09

Household size X Household disposable income -0.00016 0.00003

Leisure preference

parameters #

Leisure Male 0.00307 0.05153

Leisure Man squared -0.00009 0.00016

Leisure Woman 0.25981 0.03659

Leisure Woman squared -0.00066 0.00018

Leisure Man x Household disp income 4.38E-06 1.43E-06

Leisure Woman x Household disp income -5.81E-07 1.01E-06

Leisure Man x Age Man -0.00154 0.00251

Leisure Woman x Age Woman -0.00973 0.00167

Leisure Man x Age Man squared 0.00001 0.00003

Leisure Woman x Age Woman squared 0.00011 0.00002

Leisure Man x No. Children -0.00812 0.00223

Leisure Woman x No. Children 0.00789 0.00176

Leisure Man x No. Children0-6 0.00761 0.00266

Continued on next page
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Table B.3 – Continued from previous page

Model component Variable Coef. Std. Err.

Col. 1 Col. 2

Leisure Man x No. Children7-10 0.00027 0.00282

Leisure Woman x No. Children0-6 -0.00545 0.00206

Leisure Woman X No. Children7-10 -0.00091 0.00209

Leisure Woman X Leisure Man 0.00039 0.00010

Other

N. observations

N. N. couples*49 alternatives 188405

N. couples 3845

LR chi2(32) 10209.91

Prob > chi2 0

Pseudo R2 0.3411

Log likelihood -9859.09

Note: The Tax Parameters has been estimated with long run elasticity (' = $) of labour demand.

Source: Own construction using the EUROMOD input data 2015 (EU-SILC 2015 survey).
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Table B.4: Conditional Logit results for Couple (Luxembourg)

Model component Variable Coef. Std. Err.

Col. 1 Col. 2

Opportunity density

parameters $

Employee Man 2.79818 1.23094

Self-employed Man 1.19680 1.21804

Employee Woman -1.67088 0.48773

Self-employed Woman -3.27373 0.58111

Part-time Employee Man -0.93211 0.57787

Full-time Employee Man 2.74010 0.24771

Part-time Self-employed Man -3.2762 1.17626

Full-time Self-employed Man 0.39233 0.40620

Part-time Employee Woman 2.25119 0.38192

Full-time Employee Woman 3.02434 0.28649

Part-time Self-employed Woman -0.09170 0.64174

Full-time Self-employed Woman 0.90170 0.48062

Income preference

Parameters "

Household Disposable income 0.00012 0.00013

Hosuhold Disposable income squared -2.43E-09 2.07E-09

Household size X Household disposable income -1.63E-06 0.00002

Leisure preference

parameters #

Leisure Male -0.04729 0.05519

Leisure Man squared 0.00141 0.00045

Leisure Woman 0.04166 0.04255

Leisure Woman squared 0.00031 0.00026

Leisure Man x Household disp income 1.64E-06 8.45E-07

Leisure Woman x Household disp income 1.18E-07 8.47E-07

Leisure Man x Age Man -0.0038 0.00215

Leisure Woman x Age Woman -0.00599 0.00163

Leisure Man x Age Man squared 0.00005 0.00003

Leisure Woman x Age Woman squared 0.00009 0.00002

Leisure Man x No. Children -0.00677 0.00390

Leisure Woman x No. Children 0.00690 0.00275

Leisure Man x No. Children0-6 0.00853 0.00514

Continued on next page
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Table B.4 – Continued from previous page

Model component Variable Coef. Std. Err.

Col. 1 Col. 2

Leisure Man x No. Children7-10 0.00283 0.00608

Leisure Woman x No. Children0-6 0.00890 0.00348

Leisure Woman X No. Children7-10 0.00230 0.00396

Leisure Woman X Leisure Man 0.00029 0.00015

Other

N. observations

N. N. couples*49 alternatives 64435

N. couples 1315

LR chi2(32) 5058.95

Prob > chi2 0

Pseudo R2 0.4943

Log likelihood -2588.27

Note: The Tax Parameters has been estimated with long run elasticity (' = $) of labour demand.

Source: Own construction using the EUROMOD input data 2015 (EU-SILC 2015 survey).
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Table B.5: Conditional Logit results for Couple (France)

Model component Variable Coef. Std. Err. Coef. Std. Err.

Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 Col. 4

Opportunity

density

parameters $ $

Employee 0.19948 0.53307 -1.19744 0.47004

Self employed -0.21333 0.59364 -1.68397 0.55398

Part-time Employee -0.69588 0.39370 1.25663 0.35217

Full-time Employee 2.21338 0.25393 2.99432 0.26745

Part-time Self-employed -2.70132 0.58530 -1.80785 0.62785

Full-time Self-employed -0.28412 0.33634 0.36891 0.37703

Income

preference

parameters " "

Disposable income -0.0001 0.00024 0.00008 0.00038

Disposable income squared 4.53E-08 2.07E-08 6.64E-08 4.13E-08

Household size x Disp income -0.00006 0.00005 -0.00007 0.00007

Leisure

preference

parameters # #

Leisure 0.12923 0.02988 0.15447 0.03475

Leisure2 -0.00008 0.00024 -0.00009 0.00025

Leisure x Disposable income 1.01E-06 2.34E-06 6.43E-07 3.40E-06

Leisure x Age -0.00516 0.00096 -0.00750 0.00109

Leisure x Age squared 0.00006 0.00001 0.00009 0.00001

Leisure x No. Children -0.01374 0.00512 0.0067 0.00344

Leisure x No. Children 0-6 -0.00814 0.01987 0.01593 0.00544

Leisure x No. Children 7-10 0.01173 0.01041 0.00873 0.00489

Other

N. observations

(N. single*7 alternatives) 9,331 10,465

N. single 1333 1,495

LR chi2 2318.15 2657.35

Prob>chi2 0 0

Pseudo R2 0.4468 0.4567

Log likelihood -1434.83 -1580.46
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Note: The Tax Parameters have been estimated with long run elasticity (' = $) of labour demand.

Source: Own construction using the EUROMOD input data 2015 (EU-SILC 2015 survey).
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Table B.6: Conditional Logit results for Couple (Germany)

Model component Variable Coef. Std. Err. Coef. Std. Err.

Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 Col. 4

Opportunity

density

parameters $ $

Employee 0.76116 0.60130 -2.67530 0.46069

Self employed -2.34475 0.67907 -3.32079 0.61321

Part-time Employee -1.60228 0.42829 1.92135 0.37283

Full-time Employee 2.20341 0.24047 3.65869 0.27893

Part-time Self-employed -0.79531 0.56586 0.10131 0.55199

Full-time Self-employed 0.96891 0.32349 1.09398 0.39366

Income

preference

parameters " "

Disposable income 0.005656 0.00033 0.00733 0.00051

Disposable income squared -6.03E-07 4.50E-08 -1.54E-06 1.32E-07

Household sizex Disp income 0.00037 0.00010 0.00076 0.00020

Leisure

preference

parameters # #

Leisure 0.3069 0.03726 0.24624 0.03405

Leisure2 -0.00123 0.00031 -0.00111 0.00026

Leisure x Disposable income -0.00006 2.94E-06 -0.00006 3.01E-06

Leisure x Age -0.00269 0.00105 -0.00274 0.00106

Leisure x Age squared 0.00004 0.00001 0.00004 0.00001

Leisure x No. Children -0.02592 0.01339 0.01804 0.00371

Leisure x No. Children 0-6 0.03991 0.02084 0.02961 0.00809

Leisure x No. Children 7-10 0.02859 0.02157 0.01857 0.00688

Other

N. observations

(N. single*7 alternatives) 10,276 12,558

N. single 1,468 1,794

LR chi2 3283.92 3969.71

Prob>chi2 0 0

Pseudo R2 0.5748 0.5686

Log likelihood -1214.64 -1506.11
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Note: The Tax Parameters have been estimated with long run elasticity (' = $) of labour demand.

Source: Own construction using the EUROMOD input data 2015 (EU-SILC 2015 survey).
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Table B.7: Conditional Logit results for Couple (France)

Model component Variable Coef. Std. Err. Coef. Std. Err.

Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 Col. 4

Opportunity

density

parameters $ $

Employee -1.22117 0.33164 -3.43019 0.3787

Self employed -0.47643 0.31556 -2.81075 0.35090

Part-time Employee 1.26383 0.26879 3.55459 0.34008

Full-time Employee 3.31048 0.20752 4.65422 0.30326

Part-time Self-employed -2.2652 0.32631 0.61814 0.34136

Full-time Self-employed 1.47346 0.18095 2.78614 0.26665

Income

preference

parameters " "

Disposable income 0.00011 0.00015 0.0003 0.00026

Disposable income squared 5.12E-09 1.08E-08 6.55E-09 3.11E-08

Household size x Disp income -5.5E-05 4.01E-05 -0.00011 4.77E-05

Leisure

preference

parameters # #

Leisure 0.28060 0.02433 0.31280 0.03035

Leisure2 0.00016 0.00017 0.00043 0.00020

Leisure x Disposable income 1.36E-06 1.55E-06 -1.9E-07 2.59E-06

Leisure x Age -0.01438 0.00104 -0.01841 0.00130

Leisure x Age squared 0.00017 1.51E-05 0.00023 1.84E-05

Leisure x No. Children -0.0191 0.01175 0.00597 0.00338

Leisure x No. Children 0-6 0.00781 0.02061 0.00305 0.00570

Leisure x No. Children 7-10 0.01151 0.02216 -0.00433 0.00577

Other

N. observations

(N. single*7 alternatives) 22,190 18,270

N. single 3170 2610

LR chi2 4055.02 3501.41

Prob>chi2 0 0

Pseudo R2 0.3287 0.3447

Log likelihood -4141.03 -3328.12
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Note: The Tax Parameters have been estimated with long run elasticity (' = $) of labour demand.

Source: Own construction using the EUROMOD input data 2015 (EU-SILC 2015 survey).
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Table B.8: Conditional Logit results for Couple (France)

Model component Variable Coef. Std. Err. Coef. Std. Err.

Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 Col. 4

Opportunity

density

parameters $ $

Employee 3.84003 1.46768 -3.83547 0.91607

Self employed 3.07683 1.44261 -6.09075 1.12434

Part-time Employee -1.2541 0.72792 3.21410 0.68841

Full-time Employee 2.76022 0.38948 3.83399 0.50830

Part-time Self-employed -17.2776 699.2763 2.53327 1.11139

Full-time Self-employed 0.13906 0.58595 2.06858 0.87823

Income

preference

parameters " "

Disposable income 3.53E-05 0.00042 0.00036 0.00026

Disposable income squared -9.0E-09 2.75E-08 -8.7E-09 9.30E-09

Household size x Disp income 0.00018 0.00008 -4.1E-05 5.76E-05

Leisure

preference

parameters # #

Leisure 0.08323 0.06145 0.22215 0.06611

Leisure2 0.00187 0.00063 0.00012 0.00050

Leisure x Disposable income 2.07E-07 3.91E-06 3.42E-06 2.72E-06

Leisure x Age -0.0096 0.00166 -0.01311 0.00192

Leisure x Age squared 0.00012 0.00002 0.00016 2.33E-05

Leisure x No. Children 0.01049 0.0085 0.00252 0.00546

Leisure x No. Children 0-6 0.00682 0.02922 0.00331 0.01057

Leisure x No. Children 7-10 0.02477 0.02914 -0.0027 0.00981

Other

N. observations

(N. single*7 alternatives) 4123 3640

N. single 589 520

LR chi2 1157.65 951.82

Prob>chi2 0 0

Pseudo R2 0.505 0.470

Log likelihood -567.317 -535.97
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Note: The Tax Parameters have been estimated with long run elasticity (' = $) of labour demand.

Source: Own construction using the EUROMOD input data 2015 (EU-SILC 2015 survey).
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